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Propane/Oxygen Cannons Designed to 
Faithfully Recreate the Sound Signature of 
F-16 Sonic Booms. 
 
In Spring of 2008 Kokomo, Indiana citizens were “ear-
witnesses” to a series of sonic “booms.”  Being near to an 
US Air Force base most people thought that it was a fighter 
jet but a few folks dared to think beyond the obvious: it 
was a UFO! 
 
As the science builder for season one of UFO HUNTERS on The 
History Channel, I was asked to come back one final time to 
recreate a sonic boom.  I took the assignment because of 
the challenge of the build and because I am from 
Indianapolis and could count on the support of old friends.  
Leading the charge was Chris Krauter of Krauter Solutions 
who specialize in steel fabrication.  This beast would 



weigh in at over 4000 lbs and I would need all of the help 
with heavy lifting I could get. 
 
Research into the creation of sonic booms lead me to the 
conclusion that other than a program lead by NASA in the 
1960’s no one was really interested in making sonic booms.  
NASA’s version was over one hundred feet in length and used 
compressed air (which created an unwanted hissing sound).  
 
What is a sonic boom?  It is a pressure wave created when 
an object travels faster than the speed of sound.  In the 
case of fighter jets this wave travels along with them 
increasing the local ambient pressure by as much as 1.5 
psi.  This high-pressure wave is followed by an equal low-
pressure wave.  Additionally, there is vibration of the air 
in the traditional sound wave sense.  So anything that 
would create sonic booms would have to create a pressure 
wave and the corresponding “crack” that we hear as a sonic 
boom.

 
 
Having made many cannons over the years for fun and profit 
I was convinced that NASA was way off the track.  A 
fuel/oxygen mixture was the way to go.  I chose propane 
because of its relatively slow flash and burn rate.  The 
less O2 the slower burn.  Once the fuel was chosen I worked 
out the dimensions and it was pretty staggering: 12-foot 
main cannon and a 3-foot secondary cannon with a 16-foot 
pyramidal speaker cone to focus the pressure wave! 



 
 
The massive cannons were welded together with extra steel 
strapping added to the end plates.  On top of the cannons 
were the oxygen/fuel/purge lines that lead from the 
distribution manifold to the two cannons.  In the 
background is the frame for the pyramidal speaker cone.  On 
the close edge of the frame is the fueling/blast door that 
sealed up the cannons during fueling and protected people 
from accidental firing.  (The blast door used a reed switch 
on its pneumatic actuator to lock out the ignition circuit 
when closed.) 
 
One fact that I treated very seriously: this cannon was 
going to have real live humans standing 100 feet from the 
opening WITHOUT EAR PROTECTION.  The idea was to create a 
faithful sonic boom that could be experienced by UFO 
earwitnesses.  Great precautions would have to be taken to 
precisely control the amount of fuel and the fuel to oxygen 
ratio. 
 
I devised a fuel control system that included timers and a 
door that would seal each cannon up during fueling so that 
a precise mixture could be arrived at repeatedly.  
 



 
 
The control panel contained switches and digital timers 
that could precisely measure the amount of fuel and oxygen 
in each of the two cannons (on the left), open the fueling 
door (green switch) and fire the cannons (red button) with 
a predetermined delay between them (timer right).  
 

 
 
The red button fires the small cannon and then, with a 
preset delay, fires the large cannon.  This was how the 
“pre-crack” of the sonic boom was created and adjusted. 



 
 
To create “slow moving” pressure wave, the large cannon was 
filled with propane but very little oxygen.  This presented 
ignition problems that were solved by creating a giant 
spark gap akin to a Jacobs Ladder powered by a 15kv neon 
sign transformer.  
 

 
When detonated the propane expanded and moved through the 
barrel, building up a high-pressure wave.  This high-
pressure wave was followed by a partial vacuum or equal 
low-pressure wave. 
 
Eventually the pressure waves made there way out into the 
pyramidal speaker cone where it joined forces with the 3 
foot cannon and created a sonic boom with a classic “N” 
signature.  (See test results below) 

 
 



 
 

All and all the sonic boom cannon array was a success.  
Several of the earwitnesses identified our F-16 “sonic 
boom” as the probable perpetrator of the event (some lead-
footed Air Force pilot on a joy-ride on Uncle Sam’s dime).    

 

 
 

As the filming ended we turned up the cannon and broke some 
windows. Also, the low-pressure waves ripped apart the MDF 
panels and snapped welds in the speaker cone.  All and all 
a good day!  
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